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What is our driving need to form effective partnerships in our church and 

with our community? 

As a people committed to making disciples of Jesus Christ for the 

transformation of the world; how does the church be the church outside of 

the walls? 

 

For thoughtful reflection 



Are there examples of collaborative ministries 

between other churches and communities that we 

can point to as models of effective partnerships? 

For Centering: 



Why this church? Why this community? Why 

now? 

 

Why? 



Question for Reflection 

 

◆ What is “the community,” is it a neighborhood, a set of neighborhoods, the 

city, or the region?  

 

(please refer to your MissionInsite Report analysis) 
 

This question can be used to start the analysis and end the analysis, for it often does not have a “neat” 

answer. A neighborhood-focused partnership may need representation from citywide organizations to 

respond to the next question. A citywide partnership may want to involve leaders from specific 

communities where there are projects that focus on the goals of the initiative. The boundaries in each 

of these instances can get blurred. They often need to blur. But everyone should be clear on the 

primary geographic focus of the partnership and how representatives from different levels serve the 

primary goal AND see enough focus on their interests to keep them at the table.  



Question for Reflection 

What is the makeup of the community in terms of perspectives people hold, as 

well as, the demographics of the community? 
 

(One of the most common errors made in assembling a collaborative team is to rely solely upon 

traditional leaders in the church and community who all too often represent the dominant race or those 

who have been in positions of authority for a very long time.   Effective partnership engage 

institutional, civic, and natural leaders who reflect the demographic diversity of a community.)  

 

* this would be a good time to pause and SWOT our community:  look at the S (Strenghts), W 

(Weaknesses), O (Opportunities), T (Threats/Troubles) 



Question for Reflection 

Who can genuinely speak with authority on the challenge we are seeking to 

meet and partnership we are attempting to create? 

  
(Do we want/need to hear from staff members or board members from participating agencies, 

businesses and organizations?  principal, superintendent, school board members, law enforcement 

officials, city and county employees/elected officials, health and human service providers, economic 

development and chamber of commerce folks, other non-profit organizations.) 



Question for Reflection 

Do we have representatives of the families/community members we are 

seeking to serve?   

 

(In what ways are we listening to their voices and stories?  What neighborhoods do we wish to be 

connecting with in this process?  How do these prospective ministries resonate with the Strategic 

Priorities of the Iowa Annual Conference and the Four Areas of Focus of The United Methodist 

Church?) 



Question for Reflection 

What are the hidden communities within our community? How do we 

understand “hidden” communities - who might these individuals or groups be? 

 
(It is important to locate these hidden communities and develop relationships that allow you to reach 

these communities effectively.  These may be immigrant communities, homebound folks, persons 

living on the margins - homeless veterans/glbtq youth/shift workers, others struggling through poverty - 

whether that be economic, spiritual, emotional, mental, relational, etc.) 



Question for Reflection 

 

Who do we need to help us with resources (funding, communications, 

administration, etc.) 

 

what sort of partnership could be developed within the United Methodist 

connection? (other churches, Field Outreach Ministers, bi-district initiatives, the 

conference boards and agencies such as discipleship, global ministries, higher 

education, or camping) 

 

Are there district, conference, or general grants we could apply for to pursue 

this project? 

 



Question for Reflection 

 

Who is missing from this conversation and how can we get them to the table? 

 

Are there communities meetings we should be attending? (ie school board, city 

council, board of supervisors, etc) 

 

For example - Who could we engage over coffee?  What would it look like to sit 

down with the fire chief, sheriff, hospital administrator, executive directors of 

other agencies…) 



First Meeting 

At your first meeting, set basic ground rules for 

interaction to create a positive dynamic. 

Consider using a skilled facilitator. Typical 

ground rules are: ◆ One person speaks at a 

time. ◆ Be respectful. ◆ Listen as an ally. ◆ 

Be concise and stay focused on the agenda. 



At your first meeting 

First meetings should be substantive. Share an 

overview of the issue or problem. Facilitate a 

discussion, asking these questions: ◆ What do 

we need to understand about this issue? ◆ 

What are the barriers for this community to 

effectively resolve/ dismantle/address this 

problem?  



At your First Meeting (cont) 

◆ How do the organizations at the table work 

on the issue? What is their mission or vision? 

◆ How can we address these barriers as a 

group? ◆ Do we want a community partnership 

to help us work together? ◆ Do we have the 

right people at the table for this effort? 



Your on-going work 

As the group works on the substantive issues, it 

is important to work on two broad questions. ◆ 

Do we have sufficient shared understanding of 

the issues, the challenges, and the 

opportunities to answer the next question?  

◆ Are we (or at least most of us) willing to start 

a sustained collective effort to tackle these 

issues? 



Organizational Questions 

Once the group agrees to move forward, it is 

important to tackle important organizational 

questions. Organizational questions typically 

include: ◆ What is our mission? ◆ How often 

do we meet? ◆ Do we have subgroups—

committees, working groups, etc.? ◆ How do 

we decide? Will partners make decisions by 

majority rule or consensus? 



Accountability and Expectations 

◆ What are our expectations of each other as 

partners? ◆ How will we resolve conflict? ◆ 

How will partners share responsibility? ◆ How 

will partners handle logistical arrangements? ◆ 

Under what circumstances should there be an 

outside facilitator? 



Evaluation  

Conversations about evaluation can also help clarify the plan. Can members of 

the partnership answer these questions: ◆ What is success? ◆ Will we know it 

when we see it? ◆ How will we measure it? ◆ How will we be able to learn 

from our missteps and our failures?  

(It is important for partnerships to recognize failure as a learning experience 

without scapegoating or blaming.) 

 

Refer to document:  Assessing and Growing your community partnership 



Recommended Reading 

Simple Church by Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger 

Communicating for a Change by Andy Stanley and Lane Jones 

Leading Change in the Congregation by Gilbert R. Rendle 

7 Practices of Effective Ministry by Andy Stanley, Reggie Joiner & Lane Jones 

Church in Translation by Dan Collison with Shelly Barsuhn 

Making a Good Church Great by Steve Sjogren 

Five Practices of a Fruitful Congregation by Robert Schnase 

Seven Levers by Robert Schnase 


